Digital Citizenship

How do I protect myself and conduct myself well online?

Scene 1
Most of us now spend a lot of time on the internet, so it’s tempting to think we’ve got it all figured out.
[Student standing in front of office computer with a smug look on his face]

Scene 2
But do you know how to conduct yourself well in our new digital world?
[Giant earth is shown]

Scene 3
Do you know how to spot fake news?
[Newspaper with a fake mustache and glasses appears]

Scene 4
Do you know if your blog post counts as liable?
[A gavel strikes down]

Scene 5
Do you know how to be smart about your social media use?
[Phone with several notifications]

Scene 6
What about protecting your privacy, and the security of your devices and information?
[Lock and Key Appear]

Scene 7
There is a lot to understand about being a safe, responsible online user

[Internet symbol wearing a protective hard hat]

Scene 8
And the digital citizenship skills in these modules can help you stay in the know.
[Digital citizenship ship appears in place of hard hat.]